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MINERAL NAMES APPLIED TO SYNTHETIC SUBSTANCESS
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INrr.ooucnoN

Guidelines on mineral nomenclature published by the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names
(CNMMN) of the International Mineralogical Association (Nickel & Mandarino 1987) include the following
statemenl "If an arfficial substance has been glvetr a name, and a mineral corresponding to that substance is
subsequently discovered, the name given to the artificial substance does not necessarily have to be applied to the
mineral". However, when the artificial substance corresponds to an existing minsral, it is commonly referred to
by the name of its mineralogical analogue. Ideally, mineral names should be grven only to naturally occuning
substances formed by geological processes; yet, it is recognized that a mineral name is a convenient short-hand
way of referring to a synthetic substance that conesponds to a particular mineral. Following requests from editors
of several major mineralogical journals for guidance in the editorial ffeatment of manuscripts containing such
na:nes, members of the CNMMN have discussed this question with a view te making recommendations
acceptable to the miireralogical community.

Rncomrmoauous

1) Unmodified mineral names are not to be used for synthetic substances corresponding to existing minerals,
chemical analogues of existing minerals, or hypothetical minerals.

2) If the synthetic substanca has a simple formul4 then preference should be given to the use of a chemical
formula instead of a mineral name.

3) Synthetic substances that correspond to existing minerals with long or complex chemical forrnulae may be
given mineral names suitably modified to cleady indicate their synthetic origin. Thus, for example, a synthetic
topaz can be referred to as synthetic topaz, synth+opaz or topaz Gynth).

4) Synthetic substances that are chemical analogues of existing minerals with long or complex chemical formulae
may also be given mineral names suitably modified to clearly indicate their synthetic origin. Thus, for example,
a synthetic hydroxyl analogue of topaz can be referred to as synthetic OH-topaz, synth-OH-topaz or topaz-(Olt-
synth.

5) If modified mineral names are used as indicated above, then this usage should exlend tbroughout the published
papex including title, text figure captions, and table captions.

6) In languages other than English, the translated equivalents of oosynthetic" and oosyntl'o may be used in modified
mineral names.

7) Abstractors and compilers should faithfully copy the modified mineral names in their absfracts and
compilations, and not refer to synthetic products by unmodified mineral names.
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